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to writing CVs and cover letters for jobs in the UK. If you need advice university to go travelling, it is best to account for it
and mention it on your CV. .. London School of Economics and Political Science, UK. â€¢ Expected.

Once your CV and cover letter are sparkling gorgeous, you can finally start sending them to the employers,
but make sure to prepare for your job interview in London. Also include the names of supervisors and
examiners if you have had your viva. Your CV should not: include a photograph unless specifically requested
include your date of birth include your gender include your ethnic origin have any spelling or grammar
mistakes. Cover Letter and Personal Statement Whereas the CV is a list of facts about what you have done, a
cover letter or personal statement make sense of this experience in relation to the job you are applying for.
What's the main goal of a cover letter? Let's start with the dreaded cover letter since for many job seekers, it is
harder to write than a resume. Conference presentations and posters Use a similar format to publications. Ask
their permission and give them an up to date copy of your CV. What sections to include: Contact details: full
name, UK address, mobile number and email make sure you have a UK number and UK address before
applying for any jobs in London Personal profile: this is an optional section, but I find it incredibly useful to
tell a bit about yourself and about the skills relevant to the job you are applying for. It should be no more than
five lines long Education: you must include your most recent qualification first and then include all
qualifications gained in the past in reverse chronological order, including dates, institution name and location,
the name of the qualification and the result. Applications advice appointments : Our team of Advisers will
work through the recruiter's requirements with you and give tips on how you might improve your application.
If you studied abroad, you may also include the UK equivalent to your overseas qualification Employment:
include all employment experience with your most recent first stating the dates you worked there, the name of
the company and its location, your role and include a short description of your responsibilities Voluntary work
experience: use the same format as in the employment section but describing all your voluntary experience
Languages and additional skills: list all the languages you speak, including level fluent, conversational, basic
and IT skills eg Microsoft Word, Excel. This article is a tailored guide to getting hired in London from
someone who worked in the recruitment and management consulting field in the UK since  Experience Broken
down into: Research - include any additional research experience, methodological approaches, technical skills,
collaborative projects Teaching - note any lecturing, seminar, tutorial or supervising experience. Read more
about London and working abroad:. Scroll Down If you are looking for the perfect job in London , you need to
get your CV and cover letter sorted. Employer-led skills coaching : A range of graduate recruiters who
regularly shortlist applications will be on campus to share their experience and give you tips on your
application. But remember, recruiters are really busy people, so don't waste time telling them twice the same
things. Researchers employability programme Repeated throughout the year A series of Careers Consultant
led talks and employer-led skills development events aimed at research students and staff which includes
sessions on writing academic or other applications for those with a research background. It's your first and
often only opportunity to connect with the employer, so don't waste their time using copied and pasted
templates, use your words well to let them know you know them. Other proofreading services may be
advertised around campus for a fee but UCL Careers is unable to recommend or endorse any of these.
Referees Choose academic referees who know you and are known in the field. Sector-specific recruitment
fairs Autumn Term only A chance to network with large numbers of major graduate recruiters from a specific
sector to get insider tips on improving your applications. By being original, fresh and disruptive. Come to an
event We organise a wide range of events where you can find out more about writing successful applications.
Ultimately, Your CV should: be quick and easy to read be well formatted evidence your skills and why you
are the right candidate for that job include two referees be no longer than two A4 pages long. In fact, the cover
letter is more about them than you, and it's your chance to show them how badly and WHY you want to work
for them. And while for some jobs abroad it is optional, in the UK it can actually make the difference on
landing you the first interview. They can be academic or maybe from a previous internship. In your cover
letter, you have to do the same thing: sell yourself very well. Publications Give full details as you would in a
bibliography.


